Transformer

Residential Containers Made With Recycled Plastic

- Available in 95, 65, and 18 gallons
- Environmentally friendly—made of up to 98% recycled plastic
- Prevents unnecessary landfiling
- Available in black and dark shades of gray, blue, and green
- Durable “double-pinned” lid attachment
- Lift lip across front and around front corners increases opening convenience
- Integrally molded details reinforce lift points and stress areas to accommodate heavy loads

Features

- Molded recess at bottom allows foot to be placed directly on axle providing leverage for maneuvering heavy loads
- Available with metal lift bar option
- Wear strips at bottom of container provide protection against abrasive use
- Zinc-plated hardware protects against rust and corrosion

Available Colors

Transformer containers are available in 4 standard colors. Priority is given to matching lid color, however black lids may be substituted based on availability.

Colors as shown in this document may differ slightly from the actual product.

Customer Testimony

“...All we use are regrind carts. I can’t tell the difference between this cart and a regular cart and it saves me money.
—Don Lewis with Ken’s Trash

“I have used the Transformer for 4-1/2 years. Initially I did so because of the price. After finding out how good these carts are and how well they hold up, why pay more?
—Rob Scott with Coastal Waste
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Cart Specifications

Cart specifications vary slightly based on product mold. °A.N.S.I. maximum load rating is 3.5 lbs. per gallon.

Shipping Information

*Shipping information varies slightly based on product mold and mold location.